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Abstract

Being an electrical switch, this converter transforms an uncontrolled input DC voltage into a regulated one to get a desired output voltage. The MOSFET works in the circuit boost-converter as an electronic switch that closes and opens several times. The current passing through the inductor determines the modes operation of the boost-converter circuit. We proposed the new fuzzy control circuit (maximum power point (MPP) circuit using Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) algorithm) was designed after replacing the DC source with a photovoltaic (PV) array and the duty cycle (constant) with the FLC and keeping the circuit components same except for the Pulses Width Modulation (PWM) of frequency 3800 Hz. In the full circuit, they controlled the MPP of the PV array through a boost converter and FLC., the relationship between the power and voltage of the PV array was drawn to access the MPP at fixed constant solar irradiance and temperature. The value of the solar irradiance altered during the day from low (in the morning) to high (with a peak at the noon) before being reduced to very low at the sunset. The proves that the FLC algorithm works efficiently to make the power of the PV cell always at the maximum value (MPP). The stability of the PV cell voltage and its current change also proves that it operates according to the specifications of the P-V and I-V characteristics of the PV cell referred to earlier. The output voltage was increased because we used a step-up converter (boost converter with FLC). The achievement system is showed to be efficient and robust in improving solar charging and rectifying capacity.
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1. Introduction

Automation control systems are widespread in science and technology. The impact of global warming on global climate change has become clear. Where the weather has changed a lot and the global temperature has risen because of the amount of carbon dioxide emissions associated with the combustion of fossil fuels, where annually, 6.5 million people die due to air pollution [1]. Therefore, more research and experiments have been conducted on renewable energies such as (solar energy, in d energy, biomass energy, ideal energy, and geothermal energy), besides many other types[2], [1-6] predictable a change process that might recuperate the exhibition and reliability of the 2-axis solar hanger-on. It was talented into two phases, counting the hardware and software expansion. Automation regulator arrangements are extensive in discipline and ability. Computerization control arrangements are extensive in discipline and ability. The representative hardware expedient used in industrial regulator is Programmable-Logic-Controllers (PLC) that boards many industrial systems. PLC is oppressed to control plants or industrial equipment such as water and waste regulator, energy, oil and gas purifying [7],[8] Here, a novel topology baptized an ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System) supervisor based soft swapped DC/DC converter with non-isolated joined inductor has been replicated and obtainable for refining the power of stand-alone PV system [9-13]. A Proportional-Integral (PI) founded Maximum-Power-Point-Tracking (MPPT) regulator procedure is projected in this study where it is practical to a Buck-Boost converter[14-21]. The additional style is when the present of...
the inductance in a period of time develops zero called intermittent disorder style (DCM)[22]. So, the industrialized magnetic field in the coil stowed an energy that is relative to the creation of inductor and square current (W=1/2×L×I^2) [23, 24]. At last, a proper evaluation is recognized among the important types of DC-DC boost converters in terms of efficiency, number of components, and stability[25]. For this reason, a special kind of classical controller i.e. Type-III controller is introduced for obtaining better performance. This paper describes the designing of a Type-III controller for a dc-dc switched-mode boost converter.[9]. This paper presents the high gain boost converter in the concept of Switch Mode Power Supply (SMPS) DC/DC Circuit with proposed topology[26-28]. We design of boost Converter with FLC controller and implemented. This proposal is based on synergistic mixture of fuzzy rules with Power-voltage characteristics of the PV array. The FLC controller is further designed to implementing the photovoltaic (PV) scheme. The entire structure is further adjusted by solar limits under numerous functioning settings to advance the solar presentation in rapport of accusing and correcting. The presentation of the projected analog-implemented MPP manager is assessed by interfacing it with photovoltaic (PV) system. FLC algorithm works very efficiently to make the power of the PV cell always at the maximum value (MPP) compared to the values in the MATLAB specifications for the PV cell used in this test system. Our paper organization as following, collected works review that has been done in the part"1" to clarify the difference of the manuscript with other papers, that it is innovative, it are used in the parts "2 " to describe the results of research and results discussion & comparison with other related works in the parts "3,4 " to support the analysis of the our results that it is innovative in the section " 5".

2. Problem statement

2.1 Boost Converter Design and Implementation.

Being an electrical switch this converter transforms an uncontrolled input DC voltage into a regulated one to get a desired output voltage. It consists of electronic circuits with little energy loss when connected with two circuits for increasing or decreasing the input voltage displays the circuit diagram of a Boost-converter circuit. The values shown in the circuit were implemented in the MATLAB program. These are indicated for the sake of clarification, simplification and drawing various signals without any practical implication [15].

![Figure 1. Boost converter circuit](image)

2.2 Operation of Step-up Converter

The values of the circuit components are indicated on each element. The MOSFET works in this circuit as an electronic switch that closes and opens several times with the (PWM) frequency of 1000 Hz.

(a) shows the variation in the duty cycle wave (D), where (T_{on}) is the time at which the MOSFET closes (0.3 of the total time T), while (T_{off}) is the time at which the MOSFET opens (0.7 of the total time T) with T = T_{on} + T_{off}. Being an electronic switch when the MOSFET is in on state Fig. (b) it turns into short circuit and the voltage across it becomes zero (V_{V}(t) = 0V).

The current in the inductor does not change momentarily, but depends on the time constant (τ = L / R). The current continues to increase through the inductance during 0.3 T Fig. (d) wherein the value is identical to the MOSFET current. The developed magnetic field in the coil stored an energy that is proportional to the product of inductance and square current (W=1/2×L×I^2)[23].

![Figure 2. Variation in the (a) duty cycle, (b) MOSFET voltage, (c) conductor voltage, and (d) conductor current](image)

Here, the diode is reverse biased (open circuit) because of the voltage V_{V}(t) = 0V. In the second stage (T_{off} = 0.7 T), the MOSFET is in the open circuit because the duty cycle amplitude = 0. Meanwhile, the diode is forward biased (closed circuit) and the coil becomes connected in series with the diode.
The linear converters (IC m317) are variable voltage regulator these types of converters lose the high power and energy. On the other hand, boost and buck converters operation depends on PWM technique the power losses are very low and the higher efficiency than the linear converters. These types of converters named synchronous converters because using MOSFET (Low-side FET on resistance) instead of diode in parallel with series circuit of coil and capacitance to less the power lose. Use types of converters with electrical cars. the circuit of synchronous converters is very simple so consist of dc power supply in sics with high-side FET and Low-side FET on resistance that connected in parallel with series circuit of coil and capacitance as shown in Fig 1. b if there is damage any parts of circuit will be replace by suitable correct parts.

At this moment the coil signal is inverted because the current remains in the same direction where the coil energy is discharged into the capacitor and the load over 0.7 T with the inductor voltage VL = Vin-VO = -18 V .Fig 1(c). The output voltage is the sum of the input and inductance voltages. This circuit acts as a step-up converter. During the open circuit of the MOSFET, the capacitive load (CO) is charged. When the diode is the open circuit, the capacitor is discharged through its load and the value of the output current remains constant depending on the value of the capacitance (c). The capacitive voltage is decreased and increased when the inductor is powered and discharged its energy, respectively (d) [29]. Following relationships are used to find the inductor and capacitor parameters in a boost converter.

\[
L\frac{\Delta V}{f_s} = \frac{V_o - (1-D)D}{f_o\Delta L} = R_s(1-D) + \frac{V_o - V_i}{f_o(V_o - V_i)}
\]

\[
I_{L(\text{avg})} = \frac{I_{L(\text{max})} + I_{L(\text{min})}}{2}
\]

Fig. 1(d) The output current was selected between 0.2 to 0.4 in order to estimate the value of the inductor ripple (\(\Delta I_L\)) [30].

\[
\Delta I_L = (0.2to0.4)I_{L(\text{max})}
\]

\[
I_{L(\text{min})} = \frac{V_o}{V_i}C_{i(\text{min})} = -\frac{I_{L(\text{max})}}{f_s\Delta V_o}
\]

where \(V_o\) = output voltage, \(V_i\) = input voltage, \(L\) = inductor, \(I_{L(\text{max})}\) = inductor current, \(\Delta I_L\) = estimated inductor ripple current, \(I_{L(\text{avg})}\) = output current, \(f_s\) = switching frequency, \(R_s\) = load resistance, \(V_{i(\text{min})}\) = minimum input voltage, \(I_{i(\text{min})}\) = minimum input voltage, \(I_{i(\text{max})}\) = maximum inductor current, \(I_{L(\text{min})}\) = minimum inductor current, desired \(\Delta V_o\) = minimum output capacitor, and \(C_{i(\text{min})}\) = output ripple voltage.

2.3 Modes operation of step up DC to DC converter

The current passing through the inductor determines the modes operation of the boost-converter circuit. If the current always is not equal to zero, it is called in this case the continuous condition mode (CCM). The second mode is when the current of the inductor in a period of time becomes zero called discontinuous condition mode (DCM)[31]. For being suitable for use in high power and its good performance, the CCM will be adopt in this thesis d shows inductor current (IL) never reach zero. The current passing through the inductor changes according to the closing and opening of the MOSFET circuit, which makes the diode connected in series with the inductor also close and open the opposite of the MOSFET, which makes the inductor current vary with time. The voltage across the inductor when \((t=\text{Ton})\) equal to:

\[
T = T_m + T_{off}
\]

\[
T_{off} = T + T_m = T - DT = T(1-D)
\]

\[
\Delta I_{L(\text{off})} = \frac{V_o - V_i}{L} T(1-D)
\]

\[
\Delta I_{L(\text{on})} = \Delta I_{L(\text{off})} = 0
\]

\[
V_{in} = \frac{1}{1-D}V_{in}
\]

\[
V_{in} = \frac{1}{1-D}V_{in}
\]
Calculating the critical value of the inductor $L_c$ (in Eq.), Substitute values from 0 to 1 of the Duty Cycle (D) into the $D(1-D)^2$ term. Fig. 1 (a) MATLAB simulation to draw the relationship between the $D(1-D)^2$ function and the D values. When the value of D is equal to 1/3, the term is the greatest possible and is equal to $0.148$ (Fig. 1 (b)). So \( L_{c_{(\text{min})}} \geq \frac{D(1-D)^2R}{2fx_f} \). \[32\] In our case in, when the $R=31\Omega$ and the $f_f=1000\text{Hz}$, the minimum value of the inductor is $L=2.3\text{mH}$. An inductor value of $L=3\text{mH}$ was used, so the results were in the CCM.

**Figure 4.** (a) MATLAB simulation for $D(D-1)^2$ function. (b) Relation between duty cycle and $D(D-1)^2$ value

In order to calculate the value of the critical output capacitance ($C_c$), and going back to d, the lowest value of the capacitance is when the lowest voltage value reaches zero ($V_c(\text{min})=0$). This happens when the capacitor is completely discharged before charging again in the second cycle. $V_c = V_o = \frac{\Delta V_c}{2} = \frac{\Delta V_o}{2} = 0$ Where, the lowest value of output capacitor. \( V_c = \frac{I_o}{c} DT = \frac{D I_o}{T_c} = \frac{D I_o}{2 f c R} \) then, \( C_c = \frac{D}{2 f c R} \) same result in Equation. \[8\] It is concluded from Equations and that the value of the inductor and the capacitor are inversely proportional to the value of the frequency, so a high frequency is chosen in order to reduce their size.

3. Boost Converter with PV Array and FLC

The new circuit (Fig. 5) was designed after replacing the DC source with a PV array (as specified in Table I) as well as the duty cycle (constant) with the FLC in Fig. 1 and keeping the circuit components same except for the PWM of frequency 3800 Hz, the Equations (1 to 9) were used for further calculations. In the full circuit, it controlled the MPP of the PV array through a boost converter and FLC. Fig. 6 shows the internal details of the FLC circuit. In Fig. 7, the relationship between the power and voltage of the PV array was drawn to access the MPP at fixed constant solar irradiance and temperature. The value of the solar irradiance altered during the day from low (in the morning) to high (with peak at the noon) before being reduced to very low at the sunset Fig. 9.

**Table 1. Specifications of the proposed PV array**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PV</th>
<th>Sanyo Electrical of Panasonic Group VBHN 220</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>220.759 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{DC}}$</td>
<td>52.3 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{\text{SC}}$</td>
<td>5.35 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>42.7 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>5.17 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.** Design of the MPP circuit using FLC algorithm

**Figure 6.** Circuit diagram of the FLC algorithm

**Figure 7.** Power-voltage characteristics of the PV array
for further calculations. In the full circuit, the MPP of the PV array was controlled through a boost converter and FLC. Fig. 6 shows the internal details of the FLC circuit. In Fig. 7, the relationship between the power and voltage of the PV array was drawn to access the MPP at fixed constant solar irradiance and temperature. In practice, the value of the solar irradiance altered during the day from low (in the morning) to high (with peak at the noon) before being reduced to very low at the sunset Fig. 9. Tables where different shapes were drawn at each solar irradiance (300, 500, 800 and 1000 W/m²) using the MATLAB code as shown in Unlike the influence of the solar irradiance, the temperature was kept constant despite its effect on the efficiency variation of the PV array. To avoid the complications, a constant temperature of 25 °C was chosen for the PV cell and maintained the same throughout the experiment. Four MPP values for each solar irradiance level were determined. Furthermore, it was assumed that the solar irradiance started at zero and the power as well as the current was also zero until the point reached to A1 where the solar irradiance stabilized at 300 W/m² till MPP1. Where, ∆I is the change in current, I(t) and I(t-1) are the currents at time t and (t-1), respectively. Other symbols have their usual meaning. The error was found to be always negative to the right of the MPP while positive to the left of it. In addition, the value of the error represented the amount of distance of the point from the MPP. However, the change of error was negative or positive depending on the direction of the point from the MPP as its signal signified the direction of movement in either way of the MPP or reversing its direction depending on the type of converter used. The value showed the speed of movement of the point. The following shows the values got from the studied PV array Table I in which the voltage change was fixed at 2 V and power was varied according to different location of the point. The results in clearly showed the robustness of the using the Fuzzy rules for setting up the entire experiment. In the current study, the two inputs of FLC formed known crisp values (change in power and voltage) and the fuzzification was performed for these values by converting them into the linguistic values. From point A1, the FLC compared the value of error and change of error based on the 49 fuzzy rules. The power and current of the PV cell were selected as the crisp inputs for the FLC. Table shown the incoming signals were converted to the linguistic variables where 7 variables (called linguistic values) were selected for both inputs and output as Negative Big NB, Negative Medium (NM), Negative Small (NS), Zero (ZE), Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium (PM), and Positive Big (PB).Enlists the linguistic values of the duty cycle (D) according to which the voltage or current of the PV array was decreased or increased. For example, when E was NS and CE was PB then the duty cycle was NS. This implied that when the error was negative and small (i.e. to the right of the MPP and close to it) as well as the change of error was positive and large (i.e. it moved against the MPP quickly) then it was needed to return the point to the MPP by lowering the value of D by a tiny negative amount, the Equations and were used to determine the value of D through its relation with current and voltages (as decreasing the value of D). In Region 1, both the error and the change of error were negative. This implied that the point to the right of the MPP was moved towards it because the current in this region changed very little compared to the power. Thus, any amount of D was not required because that could make the point turn to the left of the MPP wherein the previous amount was sufficient to reach MPP. In Region 2 (on the right of MPP), the change of error was positive, which implied that the point moved against the direction of the MPP. Therefore, an amount of D was required depending on the amount of the error (E) and change of error (CE). Likewise, Region 3 and 4 were prepared. Due to zero error for the rules 22, 23, 27 and 28, it was impossible to know whether the point is to the right or the left of the MPP, making a possibility to switch between them. Eventually, the point was moved from A1 to MPP1 to A2, and so on to MPP4 when the solar radiation altered each time from lower to higher, respectively. Conversely, when the solar radiation changed from top to bottom, the point moved from MPP4 to B1 to MPP3 and then down to A1 before being reached to zero. The point did not move in the paths rather it moved randomly to the left or right of the MPP when the solar radiation changed. Owing to its non-linear nature, the variation of many factors affected the PV array such as temperature, solar radiation, load current (change in resistance) and others. Fig. shows a membership function which was part of the fuzzy inference engine and comprised the first input (E). The boundaries of the membership function were defined carefully by measuring the input signal before connecting the FLC. Then, a gain was added in order to raise or lower for adjusting the values later, getting a satisfactory result. For the output, it was delta D (AD) and thus the output boundary was chosen to be small in order to ensure that the step amount becomes small. Because of tiny range (between zero and one), the value of duty cycle was divided into 100 parts. For example, each time a part of 100 was added or subtracted to the previous value depending on the location of the point from the MPP. If the D was divided into a tiny amount, reaching MPP took a long time. Conversely, for an enormous amount of division, the stability was lost and it swung around the MPP, making the system unstable. Thus, a gain was needed at the output to set the value.

Figure 8. Membership functions for the variable (a) input (E), (b) input (CE), and (c) output (D)

Membership functions (MFs) are the structure blocks of fuzzy set philosophy, i.e., fuzziness in a fuzzy set is strongminded by its MF. So, the forms of MFs are significant for a specific problem meanwhile they consequence on a
fuzzy implication scheme. They may have dissimilar shapes like three-sided, trapezoidal, Gaussian, etc. The only disorder a MF necessity actually content is that it must vary between 0 and 1. A trapezoidal change hurries for a 3rd of the time of the change, travels at max haste for a 3rd of the period, then slows for a 3rd of a period. While a triangular change hurries for half the change then slows for the additional half. A trapezoidal change uses a higher hastening while a triangular change usages a higher max haste. So we needs higher max rapidity respone of our sytem.

Figure 9. Solar irradiance

4. Results of boost converter and its efficiency

The boost converter circuit with the component values shown in was tested by MATLAB simulation, and different values of the duty cycle with Switching Frequency 1000Hz to test the circuit’s efficiency shows the efficiency of the boost converter at a constant input voltage of 20 volts and a duty cycle (0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5). All Fig.s show the input and output voltages and currents for each Duty Cycle. The efficiency values ranged up to 96% because the electronic parts used in the simulation are ideal without loss because the internal resistors of the components are not included.

Figure 10. Input and output current and voltage for boost converter at D=0.2

The efficiency of the practical circuit was lower than that of the simulation circuit in MATLAB for two reasons. The first is that the practical components have internal resistances that cause a loss of power, and the second is that the utilized factor of the boost converter is efficient in the first third of the values of the Duty Cycle according to Equation, where \( a & b \) shows the scheme of the utilized factor of the boost converter [23, 33, 34] [35, 36].WE can recuperate the efficiency of the practical circuit by decreasing the internal resistances of practical components. In variance to the boost converter, the buck converter works jobwise with the high values of the Duty Cycle.

\[ U_f = \frac{1 - D}{\sqrt{D} + \sqrt{1 - D}} \]  

[23)(9)

Where : \( U_f \) is a utilized factor, D is a Duty Cycle.

Figure 11. (a)- MATLAB circuit to draw the utilization factor. (b)- Utilization factor for boost converter

Table 2. Description of the fuzzy rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>NM</th>
<th>NS</th>
<th>ZE</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>PB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NB</th>
<th>ZE</th>
<th>ZE</th>
<th>ZE</th>
<th>ZE</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>NB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZE</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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During the MATLAB experiment, the power of the PV cell was at the maximum value of each amount of solar radiation, as shown in 15 b. The value of the PV cell voltage was approximately altered at a constant rate while they increased the power with the increase in current. This proves that the FLC algorithm works efficiently to make the power of the PV cell always at the maximum value (MPP) compared to the values in the MATLAB specifications for the PV cell used in this experiment. The stability of the PV cell voltage and its current change also proves that it operates according to the specifications of the P-V and I-V features of the PV cell referred to earlier. shows that the output power was the maximum, and the output voltage was increased because we used a step-up converter. The battery voltage of the static PV is a slight bit slighter than that of the 1A-3P PV temporarily the power generation of the static PV is less than the 1A-3P PV, while the planned boost converter contrast with overall approaches gives an enhancement of MPPT compares with the findings of the previous studies[37–44]. In dissimilarity to the boost converter, the buck converter works jobwise with the high values of the Duty Cycle, i.e. in the preceding 3rd, meanwhile the use subject of the Buck Converter is the source of the Duty Cycle as compares with the previous studies.A first comparison yields a maximum mean nonconformity of very small amid experimental results and numerical imitation. The chief sources of errors are recognized, and enhancements are projected for improved model accuracy. The novelty of the plan stands in modeling the multiple-usage life cycle situation to support the reparability of the electronic device founded on a modular project of boost converters.[45-48] [49].

**5. Results of boost converter with PV Array and FLC discussion and compares with the findings of the previous studies**

**Figure 12.** Input and output current and voltage for boost converter at D=0.3

**Figure 13.** Input and output current and voltage for boost converter at D=0.4

**Figure 14.** Input and output current and voltage for boost converter at D=0.5

**Figure 15.** PV array (a) voltage, (b) power, and (c) current
Table 3. Actual values of V, P, ΔP, ΔV, E and CE for the studied PV array

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Point to MPP</th>
<th>Row no.</th>
<th>Pt(i)/P(t-1)</th>
<th>V(t-1)/V(t)</th>
<th>ΔP</th>
<th>ΔV</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>CE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A to MPP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>219-220</td>
<td>44-42</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B to C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200-2019</td>
<td>46-44</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-19/2+19/2=18/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C to D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>160-160</td>
<td>48-46</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>40/2</td>
<td>-40/2+19/2=21/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D to E</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100-100</td>
<td>50-50</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>60/2</td>
<td>-60/2+60/2=30/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>E to D</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100-100</td>
<td>50-50</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>90/2</td>
<td>-90/2+60/2=30/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F to G</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>160-160</td>
<td>48-50</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>60/2</td>
<td>-60/2+90/2=30/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>G to H</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>200-200</td>
<td>46-48</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>40/2</td>
<td>40/2+60/2=20/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>H to G</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>219-200</td>
<td>44-46</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>19/2</td>
<td>19/2+40/2=21/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I to J</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>220-219</td>
<td>42-44</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>19/2</td>
<td>1/2+19/2=18/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

The results of boost Converter test will be displayed without connecting them to the controller or the PV cell to know their efficiency and comparing the MATLAB simulation results with practical experiments results. After that, the same boost converter circuits are tested, but with the controllers and with the PV. In the third stage, the results of merging the boost converter circuits are presented. The boost converter circuit with the component values was tested by MATLAB simulation, and different values of the Duty Cycle with Switching Frequency 1000Hz to test the circuit’s efficiency. The efficiency values ranged up to 96% because the electronic parts used in the simulation are ideal without loss because the internal resistors of the components are not included. The efficiency of the practical circuit was lower than that of the simulation circuit in MATLAB for two reasons. The first is that the practical components have internal resistances that cause a loss of power, and the second is that the used factor of the boost converter is efficient in the first third of the values of the Duty Cycle. During the MATLAB experiment, the power of the PV cell was at the maximum value of each amount of solar radiation. The value of the PV cell voltage was approximately altered at a constant rate while the power was increased with the increase in current. This proves that the FLC algorithm works efficiently to make the power of the PV cell always at the maximum value (MPP) compared to the values in the MATLAB specifications for the PV cell used in this experiment.
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